My Class IX-B Rocks

My class is IX-B and yes! They can make the teachers run...👍

They're as naughty as can be,
But are still very precious to me!

They love to bunk classes,
and talk even after getting brasses.

Prerna is the baby girl of the class,
While Nikita is a very pretty lass.

Shruti loves to give all the answers,
Priyanka(me) and Prerna are the class dancers.

Saksham is the class artist,
While Ratul loves to play scientist.

Shipra is excellent in whatever she does,
and of course my sweet friend Parul is no less.

Cheerful Deepanshu loves to fight,
While Shubham & Anshul keep the class quiet.

But here, there exists no quiet one,
Even though Prabhav gets a big 'well done'.

Anshul Singh is a small hardworking boy,
and Kushal is always spreading lots of joy!
Bhanuja & Mridula are the rock band girls, while Keerthana looks cute with her curls.

Saksham ofcourse is the bathroom singer, on the other hand, Sayuj and Ishaan are always ready for soccer

Oh yeah! Prerna can never stop dreaming, Me and Nikita are ever smiling:

Vishal can never sit in his place, For incomplete homework, teachers are always on his case!

And yeah! My C.T(Rachna ma'am) makes our bio rock, But the results that she gets are a big fat shock!!

This is MY class full of bonny lads 'n' lasses I wouldn't exchange them-for all the medals of gold and brass that the world tosses!!

-Priyanka Chahal
IX-B😊